
Matrix Concepts 1.7 Cleaning Solutions system have been designed to withstand the most extreme environments in the Off-Road 
racing world.  It’s the first “complete system” where each of the formulas have a specific function and work together with each 

other to make your bike show room new looking. Matrix Concepts 1.7 Cleaning Solutions have been tested, approved and endorsed 
by the top riders, race teams and mechanics in the racing world. 1.7 Cleaning Solutions exquisite cutting edge formulas are blended 

with latest advanced technology, and our ingredients and are backed by a “no questions asked guarantee” .

https://www.carid.com/matrix-concepts/




Effective proprietary concentrate spray - on formula for easy wash off.

Biodegradable, Non Toxic formula contains no harmful chemicals.

Developed, tested and used by the top teams and riders in the off -road racing world.

Will not harm your bike finish or graphics.

Cleans, Coats, Protects and Shines.

No wiping, no messy rags.

Leaves surface lustrous, like new shiny protective finish.

11 Fluid Oz Aerosol.

Great for all surfaces.

1ONE

Gallon refills available for the 16oz bottle or use with the 2-Liter sprayer.

Formula 2 - CS-2S

Sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

Formula 1 - CS-1S
16oz bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

Formula 1 - CS-1G

Gallon refill bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of four.

Plastic / Rubber Conditioner
Leaves rubber, vinyl and plastic looking refreshed and new without the wet look.

Four N One Shine
Cleans, coat, protects and shines all surfaces with no wiping or mess.

Wash Degreaser Concentrate
Cuts through the toughest grime and dirt leaving the bike clean and refreshed.

One step spray on Hi-Performance water dispersing protective shine. 

Biodegradable, Non Toxic formula contains no harmful chemicals.

Developed, tested and used by the top teams and riders in the off -road racing world.

Will not harm your bike finish or graphics.

3THREE

16oz bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

Gallon refill bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of four.

Formula 3 - CS-3SFormula 3 - CS-3G

https://www.carid.com/automotive-chemicals.html




Formula 5 - CS-5S

Formula 4 - CS-4SFormula 4 - CS-4G

Pre Ride Treatment
Prevents dust, dirt and excessive mud build up on your bike.

Brake Rotor and Parts Cleaner
Eliminates dust, dirt and lubes brake pads, rotors and metal components.

Hard Parts Dressing 
Engine, Pipe and Chassis spray on protective dressing.

Hi-Performance water dispersing protective shine.

Helps prevent rust and corrosion.

One step spray on shine for pipes, engines, chassis, swingarm and all other hard parts.

Makes painted, chrome and polished metal surfaces look new.

4FOUR

16oz bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

Gallon bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of four.

Gallon refills available for the 16oz bottle or use with the 2-Liter sprayer.

Spray on cleaner removes over-spray  from other 
products, dirt, oil, dust and grime build up.

Improves braking performance.

Developed, tested and used by the top teams 
and riders in the off -road racing world.

Eliminates brake squeal.

Provides a “sheeting effect” to prevent mud build up under fenders, back of air box and front of motor.

Like “Pam”® for your bike.

Spray on bike before practice or muddy race conditions.

Safe for painted surfaces, chrome and plastic.

5FIVE

6SIX
12oz cans sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

16oz pump spray  bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

Developed, tested and used by the top teams and riders in the off -road racing world.

Formula 6 - CS-6S 

Pg 69





Formula 7 - CS-7S

Cleaning Wipes
 Pre-Treated wipes in a pop up dispenser.

Tire Mounting Lube
Makes tire changing easier and faster.

Glass / Goggle / Lens Cleaner 
Quick and safe anti-bacterial formula cleans glass, goggles and face shields.

16oz bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

Cleans glass windows leaving a steak free finish.

No harmful chemicals or fumes.

Anti-Bacterial formula.

16oz pump spray bottle.

Helps resist accidental tube pinching.

Helps tire bead pop and seat on rim.

Spray on formula makes tire mounting / removal easy and less damaging to tire beads.

After formula dries, tacky to prevents tire tube slippage.

7SEVEN

8EIGHT

16oz pump spray bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

Formula 8 - CS-8S

Formula 10 - CS-10S

Gallon bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of four.

Formula 8 - CS-8G

Developed, tested and used by the top teams and riders in the off -road racing world.

Gallon refills available for the 16oz bottle or use with the 2-Liter sprayer.

Contains no harsh chemicals.

Biodegradable. Disposable.

Sold as singles.  Also available in cases of six.

9.5” x12” super strong cleaning wipes.

Pre-Treated with Hi-Strength cleaner. 

70 rags in a one pull at a time canister.

Great for tough oily clean up in the garage or at the track.

10TEN





Formula 13- CS-13

Formula 14- CS-14

Formula 12 - CS-12

Metal and Aluminum Polish
Polishes and protects metal parts leaving a brilliant shine.

Graphic Application Solution
Allows time to position and create a professional looking, bubble free finish.

Adhesive Remover Solution 
Spray on to remove adhesive residue quickly and cleanly.

16oz bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

16oz bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

16oz bottles sold as singles. Also available in cases of six.

Removes tough soil and a variety residues left over from stickers or graphics.

 Biodegradable.

Easy pump trigger trigger spray on application.

Clean scented formula.

Works on all surfaces. 

No residue or streaking.

 Biodegradable.

Easy trigger spray on application.

No harsh solvents.

No harsh solvents.

Safe for the environment.

Polishes metal parts leaving a lustrous shine.

 Biodegradable water-based formula.

Easy to use paste in a pop open squeeze  bottle.

12TWELVE

13THIRTEEN

14FOURTEEN





Formula 1.0 
Bike Wash With Degreaser 
Wet bike with water, spray on and use sponge 
to wash bike and parts. Rinse with water.

Easy trigger spray on application.
Specially formulated for use with water to clean bicycles.
Biodegradable degreaser for chain and components
Finisher for paint/metal/carbon surfaces.
Can be diluted with water in a spray bottle for shop.

Formula 2.0 
Premium Bike Degreaser
Chain and parts degreaser effective  on grime, 
grease and dirt yet safe on components & finishes.

Easy trigger spray on application.
Effective and great for your bike chain, cogs, and components.
Safe on internal chain rollers & pins, also derailleur, shifters, 
cables, bearings.
Compatible with all of the 1.7 lubes. 
You can lube chain right after degreasing.
Biodegradable.

Formula 3.0 
Rubber & Vinyl Conditioner
Protects seats, tires and all rubber components. 
Spray conditioner on all rubber and vinyl 
components, allow to soak one minute then wipe 
clean with a 1.7 Microfiber cleaning cloth.

Easy trigger spray on application.
Contains UV protectant.
Safe for the environment.
Biodegradable and non toxic.

Formula 4.0 
Hard Parts Dressing
Use on all metal and aluminum components. 
Allow to penetrate one minute then wipe clean 
with a 1.7 Microfiber cleaning cloth.

Great for frames, metal components, suspension and rims.
Easy trigger spray on application.
Leaves a lustrous shine.
Solvent free.
Safe for the environment.
Biodegradable and non toxic.

Formula 5.0 
Dry Chain Lube
Unique Wax/Oil formula for dry/dusty conditions 
that penetrates into the pins and plates much 
better than a wax-only lube.

A clean lube that is less prone to collect dirt.
Compatible with the 1.7 Degreaser. 
You can lube the chain right after degreasing.
Biodegradable.

Formula 6.0 
Wet Multi Lube
Designed for wet/muddy conditions and when 
a long lasting, durable lube is desired.

Waterproof synthetic formula has a strong hold to the chain.
Guards against water and mud entering the internal surfaces.
Compatible with the 1.7 Degreaser. 
You can lube the chain right after degreasing.
Biodegradable.

Formula 7.0 
Assembly Lube
Use assembly lube for bearing and pivot points 
when building bikes or assembling components.

Premium lubrication protects parts during assembly.
Dries with little residue for a clean finish.
Solvent free, water soluble formula.
Safe for the environment. 
Biodegradable.

Formula 8.0 
Lens Cleaner
Safe for goggles, sport glasses, eye glasses, mobile 
phones, tablets, computer screens and GPS screens 
in your vehicle.

Powerful grease removing formula. 
Eliminates dirt without the use of damaging alcohol.
No harmful chemicals or fumes.
Non toxic. Environmentally friendly.
Biodegradable.

Formula 9.0 
Shower In a Bottle
After a ride shake then spray over your whole body,
wipe with a dry or damp cloth. No water required.

Great after ride refresher.
Requires no water, cool off and clean up anywhere.
Safe for face and body.
Versatile mild formula. Leave on or rinse off.
Contains ingredients for odor control.
Biodegradable, environmentally friendly.
Formulated for riders, by riders. 8 Fl Oz.

CS-900

8 Fl Oz.
CS-800

4 fl oz 
 CS-700

4 fl oz
CS-600

4 fl oz
CS-500

16 fl oz
CS-100

16 fl oz
CS-200

16 fl oz
CS-300

16 fl oz
CS-400



Combo is six of our most popular items.

Includes sturdy plastic carrier tray.

Tray can be wall mounted or sit on bench.

Carrier/Shelf also available separately.

Works great with all of our washes and cleaners. 

Professional grade hand pump sprayer

Reduces application time. 

Full 2-Liter capacity. 

 Pump Sprayer  CS-20

 Combo Pack  CS-11 Rack Only  CS-11R

CS11 Combo Pack
Six of our most popular products in a durable plastic carrier/shelf.

CS20 2-Liter Pump Sprayer
Professional grade pump sprayer make the big jobs easier.



Works great with all of our washes and cleaners. 

Generous 12” x 14” size. 

Machine washable. 

Sold as a 4-Pack.

Soft nylon brush for bike washing.

Hard nylon short scrub brush for parts and chain cleaning.

Soft scrub brush with scotch brite panels. 

Two small wire brushes for multi purpose use.

Soft spoke brush.

Elastic cuff keeps mitt snug.

Thick, absorbent construction delivers superior results. 

Washable and reusable.

 Wash Mitt  CS-22

 Brush Kit  CS-23

 Microfiber Cloth  CS-21

CS22 Wash Mitt
Removes dirt and grime without scratching the surface or streaking.

CS23 6-Pack Brush Kit
Includes everything you need for detailing your bike or off road vehicle.

CS21 Ultra Microfiber Cloth 4-Pack
Premium ultra fine cloth leaves all surfaces with a gleaming, streak free finish.



1.7 CS Sticker Kit - CS 26

1.7 CS Promotional
1.7 Team apparel, banners and stickers let you support the brand even off the track.

1.7 CS Banner
Brilliant banner for in store or track use.

1.7 CS Sticker Sheet
Everyone likes stickers. We provide all the right sizes.

1.7 CS Hat Black 
SM/MD  CSC10
LG/XL  CSC 11

1.7 CS Hoodie Black
MD  CSC 70
LG CSC 71
XL CSC 72
XXL CSC 73

1.7 CS T-Shirt Black
XS CSC 30
SM CSC 31
MD CSC 32
LG CSC 33
XL CSC 34
XXL CSC 35

1.7 CS 3ft x 5ft Banner - CS 27


